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Gregory-Aland Lect. 415 
(National Library of Greece, Athens: 193, ff. 1–214 [ff. 215–216; l2008])  

 
Kurzgefasste Liste description:  
GA Number: l 415 
Contents: lesk † 
Date: XIV (No exact date) 
Material: parchment 
Leaves: 213 
Columns: 2 
Lines per page: 22-25 
Dimensions: 22.7 H x 17.5 W  
Shelf Number: 193, fol 1-213 (fol. 214. 215: l 2008) 
 
Corrections to K-Liste description: dimensions, leaf count1, shelf number,2 
 
CSNTM description: 
GA Number: l415 
Contents: lesk† 
Date: XIV (No exact date) 
Material: parchment3 
Leaves: 216 
Columns: 2 
Lines per page: 22–26 
Dimensions: 16.2–17.0 W x 21.9–22.6 H x 5.7–7.0 D  
Shelf Number: 193, ff. 1–214 (ff. 215–216: l2008) 
 
Images: 
Text (432) + Additional matter (4) + Spine & Color Chart (7) = 443 total images 

Foliation corrections: paginated. 
92b = [–] 
93a = [–] 
93b = [p. 184] 
94a = [p. 185]; thus, off by one leaf 

 

                                                
1 The leaf count is off in two ways: first, one leaf was not numbered in the MS, so that K-Liste’s 

numbering would be off by 1. Second, since they are counting ff. 214–215 [sic: 215–216] as numbered 
leaves, these belong with this MS’s text even though it is a different document.  

2 Due to leaf count being off. 
3 Replacement leaves at beginning, middle, and end of MS are paper. 
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Quires: — 
 

Additional matter: 4 images  
Front cover: 1 additional paper leaf + cover b = 3 images 
Back cover: 0 additional leaves + cover a = 1 images 
 

Spine, Cover, and Color Chart: 7 images (color chart on 9a) 
 
Text: 216 leaves (432 images) 
 
UV (MS pages, not ours): pp. 427–430 (lect 2008 and palimpsest undertext)  
 

Specific Details:  
Modern cloth covers, separated from MS. 
 
Different hands. 
 
MS is trapezoid; larger on outside than inside. 
 
1–8: paper replacement leaves, single column. 
87–97: paper replacement leaves, single column 
177–214: paper replacement leaves, single column 
215–216: different MS: Lect 2008. The MS is upside down, with majuscule undertext 

that is right side up. The undertext has not been identified as far as I know, though the 
K-Liste questions whether it might be a majuscule lectionary. 
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